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In the past decade, the toolkit of quantum information has been expanded to include processes in
which the basic operations do not have definite causal relations. Originally considered in the context
of the unification of quantum mechanics and general relativity, these causally indefinite processes
have been shown to offer advantages in a wide variety of quantum information processing tasks,
ranging from quantum computation to quantum metrology. Here we overview these advantages
and the experimental efforts to realise them. We survey both the different experimental techniques
employed, as well as theoretical methods developed in support of the experiments, before discussing
the interpretations of current experimental results and giving an outlook on the future of the field.

I. INTRODUCTION TO INDEFINITE CAUSAL
ORDER

Quantum information processing tasks are commonly
described using the quantum circuit model, in which
quantum states evolve through a series of gates in a fixed
order. If one associates the application of the gates in
such a circuit with events in spacetime, then the classi-
cally controlled order of these gates gives rise to a causal
structure in which two events always have a definite
causal relation, such as “A happened and then B”. By
departing from the quantum circuit model, however, and
instead using a quantum system to control the order of
the gates, one arrives at quantum processes in which the
constituent events do not have a definite causal structure.
Events in such processes are said to have an indefinite
causal order (ICO). This notion is distinct from the su-
perficially similar sounding field of causal inference[1–3].

While ICO processes were originally proposed by
Hardy[4, 5] in the context of quantum superpositions
of gravitational fields, Chiribella et al.[6] were the first
to study them from a pure quantum-information per-
spective, introducing the quantum switch: a process
in which two gates U and V act in a superposition of
causal orders, controlled by an auxiliary quantum sys-
tem. This process was shown to strictly outperform any
causally-ordered circuit at the computational problem of
determining whether a pair of gates commute or anti-
commute, an advantage that was also demonstrated by
Procopio et al. [7] Following the introduction of the quan-
tum switch, Colnaghi et al.[8] generalized the process to
scenarios involving more gates, while Oreshkov et al.[9]
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developed a framework to analyse processes with more
general causal structures. This framework, the process
matrix formalism, was leveraged by Araujo et al.[10] who,
in analogy to entanglement witnesses, introduced the no-
tion of causal witnesses. Such a witness is an observable
of a quantum process whose expectation value satisfies
an inequality for all causally separable processes; that
is, processes that can be described as probabilistic mix-
tures of processes with a definite causal structure. Armed
with these tools, Rubino et al.[11], and later Goswami et
al.[12], conclusively verified the indefinite causal struc-
ture of an experimental quantum process.

Following these initial studies, the potential of ICO
processes was explored in a variety of contexts. Guerin
et al.[13] showed how an ICO process can achieve an ex-
ponential advantage in communication complexity for a
tailored task, later realised by Wei et al.[14]; a quan-
tum switch was used by Schiansky et al.[15] to show
a universal protocol for time reversal; Yin et al. [16]
applied ICO to quantum metrology, and demonstrated
super-Heisenberg sensitivity; and Cao et al.[17] simulated
an ICO-enhanced quantum refrigeration cycle, in which
thermalising channels bring a quantum system out of
thermal equilibrium. This broad yet non-exhaustive set
of experimental applications is a reason why ICO pro-
cesses continue to attract significant attention within the
field of quantum information processing.

In this Review, we will give an overview of the cur-
rent state of applications of ICO processes, and sur-
vey the range of experimental methods used to realise
them. We will also discuss methods used in the ex-
perimental characterisation of ICO processes, as well as
explore loopholes in and criticisms of the experimental
demonstrations performed thus far. While early exper-
imental results in the field were previously reviewed by
Goswami and Romero[18], this article aims to provide a
broader and more holistic view of the experimental as-
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pects of indefinite causality in quantum mechanics. Fi-
nally, since a comprehensive theoretical introduction to
indefinite causality is beyond the scope of this article, we
instead refer interested readers to a piece by Brukner[19].

II. EXPERIMENTAL REALISATIONS OF
INDEFINITE CAUSAL ORDERS

Most experimental work on ICO has focused on the
two-party quantum switch. This is a two-qubit process
consisting of a control qubit C and a target qubit T . The
quantum switch then takes two gates U and V , apply-
ing them in a superposition of both orders to the target
qubit, where the precise superposition is dependent on
the state of the control qubit as:

(U, V ) 7→ UTVT ⊗ |0⟩⟨0|C + VTUT ⊗ |1⟩⟨1|C . (1)

To date, all physical realisations of this process have en-
coded both the target and control systems in the same
particle. Specifically, using two different degrees of free-
dom (DoFs) of a single photon. Since every localized op-
tical device can be thought of as performing a controlled
operation conditioned on the path of a particle, passing
through the device or not, controlled operations between
any two internal DoFs can be realised by first mapping
one of these to the photon path (Fig. 1a, top). This in-
sight, which underlies all the experiments discussed here,
was first hinted at in Ref. [20], where the authors pro-
posed a scheme for probabilistically determining whether
two unitaries commute. The coherent unitary control
needed for ICO processes was first realised in Ref. [21]
where the authors experimentally transformed a black-
box unitary into a controlled version of itself (Fig. 1b,
top), a task later shown to be forbidden in the quantum
circuit model [22]. Building upon these two works, it was
subsequently shown how to control the order of two gates
in a photonic setting[23, 24].

The first experiments on ICO used a modified version
of the scheme from Ref. [20] to deterministically super-
pose gate orders using a path control qubit and a po-
larisation target system [7, 11]. Follow-up experiments,
however, have made use of a multitude of encodings, and
ICO processes have been demonstrated using a polariza-
tion control and transverse-electric mode (TEM) target
system [12, 25], propagation direction control and time-
bin target [14], propagation direction control and polar-
ization target [15, 26, 27], time-bin control and polariza-
tion target [28], and even path control and a continuous
variable target [16]. These different encodings will be
examined below.

A. Path Control

To date, the majority of quantum switch realisations
have used the path DoF of single photons as the control
system. This is a natural choice, since as discussed any

optical device can be interpreted as a controlled opera-
tion between the position of the device and the photonic
DoF that it acts on. A coherently controlled operation
with a qubit control system can therefore be realised by
a superposition of two optical paths, one passing through
the optical device and one bypassing it, as illustrated in
the top panel of Fig. 1a. Similarly, the order of two quan-
tum operations can be controlled by aligning two paths
of a photon such that they pass through the optical de-
vices in opposite orders (bottom panel of Fig. 1a). More
complex superpositions of orders of operations can be re-
alised by increasing the number of paths over which the
photon is superposed.

1. Polarization Target

The first realisation of a quantum switch used the po-
larisation state of a single photon to encode the target
system[7]. A balanced beam splitter was used to prepare
a superposition of two photon paths, which were aligned
to propagate through two sets of three wave plates in two
different orders. The experiment demonstrated the abil-
ity of the quantum switch to determine if two gates U and
V , realised by the two sets of wave plates, commute or
anti-commute with unity success probability, thereby in-
directly serving as a witness for an indefinite causal order.
The key difference with respect to the probabilistic ap-
proach of Ref. [20] was the use of a folded Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI) geometry, in which both arms of
the interferometer were made to propagate through both
unitary transformations, but in different orders. This
alignment necessitates two different paths through the
polarization optics black boxes implementing U and V ,
which requires these elements to be spatially uniform,
and has additionally been a source of discussion about
the interpretation of the experiment (see Sec. V for
more details). The commutator was measured by pro-
jecting the control system in Eq. (1) on the σx basis
using the second beam splitter of the MZI, followed by
non-polarisation-resolving detection of the photon path.
Pairs of gates that anti-commute have the effect of intro-
ducing a relative π phase between the two interferometer
arms, thereby performing a SWAP operation on the out-
put ports when the interferometer is balanced. However,
since the information about the commutativity of the
two gates is encoded in the interference condition such
an interferometer cannot be stabilised by classical light
co-propagating through the polarisation optics. The ex-
periment therefore instead utilised passive phase stabili-
sation in concert with a lock-and-hold technique. Several
subsequent experiments adopted the methods of Ref. [7]
to other realisations of ICO processes [11, 17, 29–34].
In Refs. [17, 31, 32] the problem of phase stability was
addressed by actively locking the interferometer using a
carefully aligned laser beam so that it co-propagated with
the single photons without being subjected to the polar-
ization rotations inside the quantum switch.
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FIG. 1. Different control state encodings to realize the quantum switch. Four different photonic target- and control-
state that have been used to demonstrate indefinite causal processes. (a) Top: A balanced beam splitter can prepare a
superposition of path-encoded control states. Bottom: These outputs of the beam splitter can be aligned to propagate through
two unitary channels in different orders, thereby realising a quantum switch. (b) Top: A polarizing beam splitter (PBS) maps
a polarization-encoded control qubit state to a path state, enabling coherent unitary control. The second PBS recombines the
path degrees of freedom. Bottom: By connecting the output of the second PBS to the input of the first, a quantum switch
can be realised. (c) Top: Connecting the two outputs of a beamsplitter forms a closed path with two propagation directions.
Bottom: Placing two unitary channels in this path naturally correlates the propagation direction with the gate order, thereby
generating a quantum switch. (d) Top: In a time encoding, the control state is prepared in a superposition of time bins by
passing through a short (|S⟩) or long |L⟩ delay line. Ultrafast optical switches are used to perform controlled unitaries, by only
routing the |S⟩ state through the unitary channel. Bottom: A quantum switch can be constructed by routing the output of
the second switch to the first.

B. Polarization Control

There have been several demonstrations of ICO pro-
cesses using the polarization DoF for the control sys-
tem, and these experiments are based on the idea of
Refs. [21, 22] to use a birefringent element to entangle the
photon polarization with the photon path, performing
the target operations on an additional DoF conditioned
on the path, and finally disentangling the polarization
and path, as shown in Fig 1b. In these experiments,
only a single path passes through each optical element,
in contrast to situation with a path-control qubit. Nev-
ertheless, the target operations are still applied on two
orthogonal optical modes (polarization in this case).

1. TEM Target

The first experiment to make use of a polarization-
encoded control system was the measurement of a causal
witness [12] (discussed in detail in Sec. III). In this exper-
iment, the target system was encoded in the two Hermite-
Guassian modes HG01 and HG10 of the transverse electric
field, which form a two-dimensional subspace of the space
of transverse electric modes. The setup consisted of a
PBS-based MZI that was traversed twice, cancelling any
phases due to path-length fluctuations and removing the
need for stabilization of the setup. The transformations
of the target-state TEM modes were realised using a set

of inverting prisms and cylindrical lenses, and in contrast
to the experiments using a path-polarization encoding
the two control qubit states could be made to fully over-
lap inside the devices realising the transformation. These
advantages come at the cost of optically more complex
target-state transformations, making high-fidelity opera-
tion challenging. This, however, did not stand in the way
of follow-up work using the same methods to demonstrate
communication through a depolarizing channel [25].

2. CV target

The polarization control system was also used together
with a continuous-variable (CV) target to demonstrate
super-Heisenberg quantum metrology [16]. For this task,
the different evolutions of the target had to satisfy the
Weyl relation [35], which is not possible in a discrete
variable system. Thus, the target system was taken to
be the transverse coordinate of the photon, and the evo-
lutions were taken to be position and momentum dis-
placements. The position displacement was realised us-
ing 2mm thick birefringent MgF2 and the momentum
displacement was realised using an optical wedge pair.
A challenge in this experiment was to precisely calibrate
the direction of the beams on each path to ensure that
they strictly propagated along a predefined axis. The
directions of the beams are aligned with a deflection an-
gle that is two orders of magnitude lower than that in-
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troduced by the displacements. This was achieved by
controlling the distance of the beams fluctuating within
less than 5 µm along a 4m calibration optical path. The
ability to use essentially the same apparatus to encode
both discrete and CV systems highlights the flexibility of
photonic quantum switches.

C. Propagation Direction Control

Instead of encoding the control system in two distinct
photon paths, there have also been experiments that en-
coded this system in two different propagation directions
along the same optical path. For the two-party quan-
tum switch, shown in Fig. 1c, such a configuration auto-
matically generates the superposition of gate orders and
furthermore bestows an insensitivity to path-length fluc-
tuations since the two control system states traverse the
same path. A challenge associated with this approach is
that the black boxes acting on the target state have to
be invariant under the reversal of propagation direction.

1. Time-bin Target

The first experiment to make use of a propagation-
direction encoding of the control system was a demon-
stration of an exponential communication advantage us-
ing an ICO[14]. This task required a bit string to be
encoded in the target system, which therefore had to be
high dimensional. This made time bins a suitable choice,
since the encoding can in principle be extended indefi-
nitely. The operations implemented in the experiment
consisted of shift operations on the computational (time-
bin) basis states, as well as time-bin-dependent phase
shifts. The former was realised using high-precision fiber
patch cables, and the latter used two fast phase modula-
tors. Through the use of fiber delays, these modulators
acted independently on photon wave packets in the two
different propagation directions, and these decoupled op-
erations could therefore be chosen to be identical.

2. Polarization Target

The transformations generated by standard polariza-
tion optics, such as waveplates, are not fully invariant
under reversal of the propagation direction. However,
there exists a subset of polarization rotations in SU(2)
that is invariant for such devices. Thus, this encoding is
especially suitable for applications of the quantum switch
that do not strictly require a universal qubit-gate set,
such as a time-rewinding protocol[15] and an ICO ver-
sion of Deutsch’s algorithm[27]; both of which have been
demonstrated. At the cost of more complex polarization
black boxes it is possible to realise fully invariant trans-
formations, and therefore a quantum switch with prop-
agation direction control with a universal gate set[26].

However, the passive phase stability comes at a cost; in
particular, the fixed interference condition ensured by the
Sagnac geometry restricts the range of possible control-
qubit measurements when only using passive optical ele-
ments.

D. Time-bin Control

The temporal DoF of photons has the attractive
property of being largely decoherence free, since co-
propagating temporally offset single-photon wave packets
do not acquire relative phase, while also offering a large
Hilbert space. This property was exploited in Ref. [14]
to encode a large target system, but could also be lever-
aged for a high-dimensional control system to realise su-
perpositions of gate orders beyond the two-party quan-
tum switch. This was proposed in Ref. [36]. To date
there has only been a single demonstration of a quan-
tum switch using a time-bin control system[28], likely
due to the complexities associated with manipulating and
measuring time-bin qubits. When measuring a time-
bin state on a superposition basis, care must be taken
that the measurement apparatus shares a phase refer-
ence with the state-creation stage. The experiment pre-
sented in Ref. [28] tackled this challenge by reusing the
state-generation stage for the measurement of the con-
trol qubit, thereby ensuring a vanishing phase difference.
However, similarly to the case of propagation-direction
control, without the use of fast phase modulators this
limited the measurements of the control system to the
σz and σy bases. The target state was encoded in the
polarization DoF and controlled operations between the
control and the target were realised using ultra-fast op-
tical switches that actively routed the light through the
polarization optics in two different orders. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 1d. The experimental apparatus was used
to perform tomography on the quantum switch, and re-
construct the process matrix. This protocol measured
9216 different probabilities, demonstrating the utility of
passively stable platforms.

E. Variations on the quantum switch

The experiments described above have all been realisa-
tions of the two-party quantum switch with qubit control
systems and were restricted to unitary operations on the
target system. While the quantum switch is uniquely de-
fined by its action on unitary transformations[37], it re-
mains a valid supermap for nonunitary transformations
as well, and there have been several experiments demon-
strating this[11, 25, 28, 29, 31, 32]. Additionally, ICO
processes with higher-dimensional control systems have
been studied extensively from a theoretical perspective
[38–40], and one such process has been the subject of an
experiment[41].
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1. High Dimensional Control Systems

For pairs of gates the quantum switch can efficiently
answer the computational question of whether or not
the gates commute, but when considering more than two
gates this is no longer a well-posed question. However,
there are analogous problems for 2k = N permutations
of N qubit gates, called Hadamard promise problems.
An instance of such a problem for N = 4 was solved us-
ing a simplified version of the four-party quantum switch
in Ref. [41], which superposed only four of the possi-
ble 24 orders of the gates. The experiment used a path
(polarization) control (target) encoding, which lends it-
self well to higher-dimensional control systems since the
number of photon paths can in principle be extended ar-
bitrarily. However, a direct extension of the approach
pioneered in Ref. [42] leads to prohibitively complex op-
tical geometries for higher-dimensional control systems.
The experiment therefore instead used multi-core fibers
to multiplex several modes through a single fiber, and the
polarization optics acting on the target state were placed
in the Fourier plane of the fiber launchers to ensure spa-
tial overlap of the four modes. The initialization and
measurement of the quqart control state was performed
using four-core fiber beamsplitters realising Hadamard
transformations[43].

2. Non-Unitary Operations in the Quantum Switch

Indefinite causal processes involving non-unitary oper-
ations have been demonstrated for a variety of different
quantum channels. The first of these to be realised were
measure-repreparation channels, which can be performed
as a von Neumann measurement where detection is de-
layed until after exiting the quantum switch in order to
maintain coherence. For polarization target encodings,
such measurements were realised using a PBS[11] and in
Ref. [32] two measurements were performed using beam
displacers. In both cases, the measurement outcome is
encoded in the photon path, thereby doubling the num-
ber of paths with each measurement. For experiments
that do not encode the control system in the photon path
this presents a problem, and the time-bin-control exper-
iment in Ref. [28] solved this problem by only recording
one measurement outcome at a time.

A second type of nonunitary quantum channel that
has been realised inside a quantum switch is a decoher-
ing or depolarizing channel. In two experiments using
polarization[31] and TEM[25] target-state encodings such
channels were realised by exploiting the fact that they
can be decomposed as mixtures of unitary Pauli chan-
nels. The decoherence then emerges in the data anal-
ysis through an appropriate averaging of measurement
outcomes for the different Pauli channels. In a subse-
quent experiment[29] polarization-encoded target states
were decohered by rapidly modulating the unitary chan-
nel using liquid crystal retarders. The time scale of this

modulation was not fast enough to randomize the trans-
formation on a shot-to-shot basis, but was nevertheless
fast enough to attribute the bulk of the decoherence to
the channel rather than the post-measurement averaging.

Yet another example of a nonunitary channel imple-
mented in a quantum switch is amplitude damping[17],
which was studied in the context of ICO in quantum
thermodynamics, in a realisation of a quantum refrig-
eration protocol proposed in Ref. [44]. Similar to the
realisations of decohering channels, the generalized am-
plitude damping channel can be decomposed into pairs of
Kraus operators, and classical averaging over these chan-
nels produces the desired map. The Kraus operators in
the decomposition are themselves nonunitary maps and
were realised on the polarization target system through
two MZIs embedded inside the quantum switch. The
non-trace-preserving nature of the Kraus operators man-
ifests as loss when the photon exists in an output of the
MZI that is not collected. Similar methods, using beam-
displacer polarization MZIs, were applied in Ref. [33] to
realise a non-unitary quantum-battery charging process
in terms of its Kraus operators.

3. The quantum switch in non-photonic platforms

There have been two experiments on ICO with matter-
based qubits, specifically superconducting qubits[45] and
an NMR system[46]. These platforms differ from the pho-
tonic ones previously discussed in that they only have a
single experimentally accessible DoF, and consequently
the gate order cannot be coherently controlled. While
future experiments using matter-based qubits may make
use of coherent unitary control, as it has been shown
to be possible for ion-based systems[24], the two experi-
ments discussed here instead implemented circuit-model
simulations of the ICO processes in which each quan-
tum channel is realised twice. In the superconducting
experiment[45] the quantum refrigeration cycle proposed
in Ref. [44], which was also the subject of Ref. [17],
was used to bring a qubit state out of equilibrium with
two reservoirs using only thermalizing channels. These
channels were implemented unitarily as SWAP opera-
tions with randomly drawn qubit states in the reservoir,
and the thermal ensembles were realised using classical
averaging of measurement outcomes. A modified ver-
sion of the refrigeration protocol was demonstrated in an
NMR platform[46]. In contrast to the pure states used
in Ref. [45] the qubits representing the thermal reservoirs
were decohered using magnetic field gradients as part of
the experimental state initialization.

F. Processes aside from the quantum switch

The experiments discussed so far all fit within the
framework of indefinite causality and can be accurately
described using the process matrix formalism (described
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in the Appendix A). Recently, however, processes that
go beyond this framework have been proposed. The first
such process is a map that acts on a quantum channel
[47] or a thermodynamic process [48] and transforms it
into a coherent superposition of itself and its transpose
or its adjoint. Since the transpose or the adjoint of a
channel can be understood as its time-reversal this pro-
cess has been dubbed the quantum time flip [47]. Unlike
the quantum switch, this is only valid for a subset of
quantum channels. These channels are said to be bidi-
rectional. A composition of two time flips can outper-
form any causally ordered process, and even any process
captured by the process matrix formalism, in a specific
channel discrimination task. This advantage has been
witnessed experimentally[49, 50] using polarization en-
coded target states and methods similar to those used
in realisations of the quantum switch. In Ref. [49] the
time flip was realised on unitary transformations by ex-
ploiting the basis-dependent nature of the transposition
operation, and in Ref. [50] the time flip was applied to
measure-reprepare channels with a single outcome, anal-
ogous to[28]. A theoretical study of the applicability of
the time flip to communication tasks has also been car-
ried out[51]. It was also shown that the quantum time flip
acting on a thermodynamic process can be implemented
with a photonic system, and used to estimate the work
distribution and the dissipative work [52].

III. CHARACTERIZING INDEFINITE CAUSAL
ORDER

So far we have discussed ICO in a rather qualitative
manner, i.e., a process with an ICO is one wherein it
cannot be said if A occurs before or after B. This no-
tion has been rigorously formalized, based on the pro-
cess matrix formalism, introduced in Appendix A. In
brief, one can use the Choi–Jamiołkowski (CJ) isomor-
phism to consider quantum processes as quantum states.
Based on this, one can then define causally separable
processes as those with a well-defined causal order and
causally non-separable processes as those with an ICO.
The mathematics behind this approach are analogous to
those describing separable and entangled states. This
allows for the adaptation of a host of tools, originally
designed for entanglement certification, to the problem
of characterizing ICO. Similar to entanglement certifi-
cation, ICO certification can be performed with device-
dependent (DD), semi-device independent (semi-DI), or
fully device-independent (DI) methods. Historically, the
first proposal for ICO verification was a DI technique
known as a causal inequality [9]. However, an experi-
mental DI verification has not yet been performed. Thus,
we will first discuss DD ICO characterization techniques,
and then semi-DI techniques, and conclude this section
with an outlook discussing DI proposals, including the
aforementioned causal inequality.

A. Device Dependent Techniques

1. Causal Witnesses

Causal witnesses were developed to verify an ICO [10],
and are somewhat analogous to entanglement witnesses.
They are a DD ICO characterization method, and were
one of the first techniques for verifying an ICO to be
experimentally implemented [11, 12]. In the case of a
process with two parties, A and B, the goal is to deter-
mine whether there is a well-defined causal order between
them. In other words: the target system is sent first to
A and then to B, first to B and then to A, or the pro-
cess is a convex mixture of those two scenarios. Using
the CJ isomorphism to describe a quantum process ma-
trix W as a quantum state, two fixed order processes
WA→B and WB→A can be defined. One can employ the
separating hyperplane theorem (see Fig. 2a) to distin-
guish causally non-separable processes (W non−sep) from
causally separable processes: the aforementioned convex
mixtures: W sep = pWA→B + (1 − p)WB→A. A causal
witness, then, is a Hermitian operator S whose expec-
tation value is negative tr [S W non−sep] < 0 only if the
process matrix is causally non-separable. The interpreta-
tion of the actual value of this expectation value is some-
what subtle, and depends on the precise normalization
of S. Some refer to it as the “causal non-separability”
tr [S W non−sep] := CNS [11]. The CNS is related to
how much noise a given witness can tolerate and still de-
tect the presence of an ICO, and is sometimes also called
“robustness”[28].

Above we said that measuring a causal witness requires
one to measure the expectation value of a quantum pro-
cess. Although one does not typically discuss the ex-
pectation values of processes, this concept is mathemat-
ically well-defined since the CJ isomorphism allows us
to consider quantum processes as states. Experimentally
measuring a causal witness requires one to to decompose
the witness in terms of operations that are accessible in
the laboratory. This is similar to how one measures an
entanglement witness by decomposing it terms of local
measurements. The causal witness procedure is repre-
sented in Fig. 2b, where the solid blue area labeled W
represents the unknown process matrix we wish to char-
acterize. Then to assess the ICO of W we must vary
the input states (labeled |ψ⟩), the post-process measure-
ments (labeled Cc|z), as well as Alice and Bob’s channels
(labeled Aa|x and Bb|y, respectively. Here x(y) refers to
the specific channel chosen and a(b) is the output (if any)
of the given channel.). Alice and Bob’s operations can
be unitary gates, quantum channels, positive operator-
valued measures (POVMs), or measure-and-prepare in-
struments [53]. The precise choice of channels will affect
the maximum obtainable value of the CNS, and not all
sets of operations can be used to detect an ICO.

The first experimental proof of a causally non-
separable process using a causal witness was conducted
by Rubino et al. [11]. In this work, to achieve a larger
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FIG. 2. Certification of indefinite causal order. In panels b-f, the solid filled areas represent trusted devices, while dashed areas
are untrusted. Process matrices are represented as the areas labeled with W. Quantum instruments, represented by square
boxes filled with yellow, are considered as inputs for process matrices. The semicircles represent the measurement (upper half)
or preparation (lower half) of quantum states. (a) The causal correlations for causally separable processes W sep are depicted
by a convex polytope. A hyperplane S separates causally separable processes. Negative values of tr [S W ] < 0 signify that
W is causal nonseparable. (b)(c) Evaluation of causal nonseparability in different scenarios. The distinction between full
device-dependence and other scenarios is given by which instruments within the quantum switch W are trusted and which are
untrusted. (d) Theory-independent protocol to verify an indefinite causal order, wherein the control qubits of two switches
are entangled. For this panel only, the dashed areas represents components that are not assumed to be described by quantum
theory. This approach is not device independent, as it requires specific properties of the initial states and laboratory operations
to be verified. (e) Device-independent approach utilizing ancillary distributed entanglement and spacelike-separated observers.
The control qubit of quantum switch is entangled with its ancilla. (f) High-dimensional switch allowing the order of additional
parties to be superposed.

CNS one of the parties in the switch was equipped with a
measure and repreparation channel, as discussed in Sec.
II E 2. The work also represents the first time a non-
unitary operation was placed in an ICO process. Shortly
after, Goswami et al. also demonstrated the violation
of a causal witness using only unitary operations [12].
The violation of a similar unitary-only witness, formu-
lated using the methods developed in Ref. [54], was later
shown by Strömberg et al. [26]. In this context, it is
also worth pointing to Ref. [28]. Although this work fo-
cused on experimentally performing process tomography
on the quantum switch, it also discusses the measurement
of different causal witnesses on the switch; in particular,
witnesses constructed using different sets of channels and
normalized differently to represent different notions of ro-
bustness.

2. Multipartite Causal Witnesses

Although most investigations of ICO have focused on
bipartite cases, one can also define ICO for multipartite
cases (i.e., those involving more than two parties). This
situation is similar to that of multipartite entanglement;
wherein, multipartite states have a much richer state-
space structure, leading to different classes of entangle-
ment [55, 56]. For ICO, consider, for example, the case of
three parties A, B and C (see Fig. 2f). If one can group
specific subsets of parties together and ascribe a well-
defined order of the subsets to other parties, then this
would not constitute a genuine multipartite noncausal
correlation. For example, if B and C are grouped to-
gether as a new party, and then A occurs in their causal
past, then this is not multipartite ICO even if B and
C are causally nonseparable. Thus, genuine multipartite
ICO should exclude the existence of partial causal order-
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ings, and specify a given correlation for which no sub-
set of parties admitted can be grouped as above. This
idea has been formalized in several theoretical studies
[38–40]. Experimentally studying this problem with cur-
rently accessible methods requires one to incorporate N
parties in quantum switch, i.e., to build a quantum N-
switch. As discussed in Sec. II E 1, a process similar to
the four-switch, wherein a subset of all possible orders
were superposed, has been experimentally realized [41].
This work demonstrated the computational advantages
of Hadamard promise problem involving four unknown
unitary gates. However, the number of settings required
to implement the four-partite witness was prohibitively
high, and prevented the authors from verifying a multi-
partite ICO. Nevertheless, the work provides a recipe to
create a causal witnesses for their process.

3. Process Matrix Tomography

Process matrices represent so-called higher-order quan-
tum processes. This naming reflects the fact that they
can take as input both quantum states and quantum op-
erations, and can return states, operations or both. In
particular, for the quantum switch, Alice and Bob’s chan-
nels are said to be the inputs to the process. Given that
to fully characterise a higher-order process, one must in-
put a complete set of operations for each input channel,
the scaling of higher-order process tomography is even
worse than that of standard process tomography. To
practically combat this challenge, Antesberger et al.[28]
recently constructed a passively-stable fiber-based quan-
tum switch, to facilitate the required large number of
measurements. Complete higher-order process tomogra-
phy would have required the measurement of 13824 differ-
ent probabilities to reconstruct the process matrix of the
two-party quantum switch. However, due to experimen-
tal limitations in measuring the time-bin control system,
the experiment used additional constraints and only mea-
sured 9216 different probabilities [28]. This work repre-
sents the first experimental technique to completely char-
acterize a process with an ICO. We point out that in ad-
dition to describing ICO, higher-order processes can be
used to describe non-Markovian processes, and higher-
order process tomography has been experimentally im-
plemented in this context [57–60].

B. Semi-Device Independent Approaches

Although the DD techniques described in Sec. III A
can detect the presence of an ICO, they require two main
assumptions to made about the experimental apparatus.
First, they require one to assume that quantum theory
applies to the experiment, and, second, these techniques
require one to trust the experimental apparatus. A pro-
tocol that removes both of these assumptions completely
is said to be DI, while partially removing them results

in a semi-DI protocol. In 2019, in a step towards de-
vice independence, Zych and Brukner conceived of a “the-
ory independent” protocol by leveraging Bell’s inequality
[61]. They considered a scenario wherein two states ini-
tially cannot violate a Bell inequality. They then consid-
ered sending these two states into two different quantum
switches, with entangled control qubits, as the respec-
tive target state (see Fig. 2d). They argued, without
using quantum theory, that unless the order of opera-
tions inside the quantum switches is indefinite, the tar-
get systems cannot be used to violate a Bell inequality.
This proposal was later adapted to a photonic setting
by Rubino et al. [30], who performed an experiment us-
ing two quantum switches sharing entangled path control
qubits. In the experiment, the causally non-separable
process was validated by the violation of a Bell inequal-
ity with a Bell parameter of Starget = 2.55 ± 0.08, when
from an initially separable state.

In a different semi-DI approach, one can use quantum
mechanical descriptions of parts of the experimental de-
vices while making no assumptions about the other parts
(Fig. 2c). This is what is typically meant by semi-device
independence in quantum information scenarios such as
EPR-steering [62–64] and quantum cryptography [65].
Semi-DI approaches for causal witness were developed
in Refs. [66, 67]. For example, Bavaresco et al. [66] con-
sidered the quantum switch as a tripartite process where
Alice and Bob are the parties in the switch and Char-
lie is a third party who performs measurements after the
switch. They considered various scenarios wherein not all
three parties are completely trusted, and showed how to
derive semi-DI causal witnesses for each case. Building
on this proposal, Cao et al. [32] performed an exper-
iment using a photonic quantum switch in which both
parties inside the quantum switch performed measure-
ment and reprepare channels. This experiment allowed
for two parties to be untrusted, but one of the trusted
parties should be in the switch (i.e. Alice or Bob). This
experiment was also notable in that it was the first ex-
periment to equip both parties with such measurement
and reprepare channels.

C. Causal Inequality and Device-Independent
Techniques

Bell’s inequality is perhaps the most well-known DI
protocol [68–71]. Its violation has profound implications
for our understanding of the nature of nonlocality [72–
74], telling us, irrespective of quantum theory, that na-
ture allows for nonlocal correlations. From a more mun-
dane point of view, it can also be used as a tool to cer-
tify the presence of entanglement [75, 76]. To maintain
our analogy between ICO and entanglement certification,
“causal inequalities” take the place of Bell’s inequality for
ICO. These inequalities were first proposed by Oreshkov
et al. [9], and concern the correlations between two par-
ties. Making three assumptions: (1) the parties operate
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in a fixed causal order, (2) they can freely choose their
measurement, and (3) they operate in closed laborato-
ries, Oreshkov et al. bounded the allowed correlations
between the two parties if their order is predefined. By
working in a completely DI framework, they showed that
these bounds must hold even if a new theory eventu-
ally supersedes quantum theory. Thus a loophole-free
violation of such a causal inequality would definitively
prove that processes can exist wherein there is no well-
defined order between the events. They further showed
that a quantum process, now known as the Oreshkov-
Costa-Brukner (OCB) process, exists that can exceed
these correlations. Various follow-up studies have contin-
ued to analyze similar causal inequalities [38, 39, 77–81].
Although it is possible to write out a process matrix that
violates a causal inequality, it is now not yet known how
to experimentally realize such a process. For example,
it is known that the quantum switch cannot be used to
violate a causal inequality [10, 82] and it has been sug-
gested that a physically implementable process should
be purifiable [83], which the OCB and related processes
are not. While the violation of causal inequalities could
be simulated using post-selection [84, 85] this approach
would not allow one to make a DI conclusion about the
processes’ ICO.

The allure of causal inequalities continues to moti-
vate researchers to find alternative approaches to device-
independently certify ICO. One very recent proposal is
based on a strategy in which the control system is entan-
gled with an ancillary spacelike-separated qubit [86, 87].
This work (schematically presented in Fig. 2e) leverages
tools from Bell’s theorem and is somewhat inspired by
Wigner’s friend [88]. It highlights the possibility of trans-
forming broader proofs of Bell nonlocality into the proofs
causal nonseparability using quantum switches and po-
tentially other physically implementable processes. For
example, moving beyond the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-
Holt (CHSH) inequality, it has been proposed that Mer-
min’s proof of nonlocality using GHZ states could be tai-
lored to ICO and provide even stronger DI certification
of ICO [89].

IV. APPLICATIONS EXPLOITING
INDEFINITE CAUSAL ORDERS

In addition to its fundamental value, an ICO can also
lead to advantages in quantum information tasks. One
can even establish resource theories for ICO [90], just
as is done for phenomena such as entanglement [91]. Al-
though ICO does not lead to a better computational scal-
ing overall [92], there are many specific ICO-enhanced
applications.

A. Promise Problems

The first proposal to use an indefinite causal struc-
ture as a quantum resource was made by Chiribella in
a channel discrimination task [93]. In this task, two un-
known unitary channels are promised to commute or anti-
commute and the goal is to determine which relation they
obey. When the channels are embedded in a causally or-
dered circuit, perfect discrimination between these two
relations requires two queries to at least one of the chan-
nels. However, it was shown that a quantum superpo-
sition of two different causal orders with each channel
being used only once could achieve perfect success. In
2015, Lorenzo et al [7], used a quantum switch, with a
path control system and a polarization target system, to
distinguish commuting qubit gates from anti-commuting
ones.

This was then generalized to the case involving N uni-
tary gates by Araùjo et al. [23], in a task often called
a Fourier promise problem. Araùjo et al. showed that
an N-switch can distinguish between these N ! promises
with each gate being queried only once, while the best
causal algorithm, through simulation of an N-switch us-
ing causally ordered circuits calls the gates O(N2) times.
However, this protocol also requires the dimension of the
target system to grow as N . Furthermore, the advan-
tage was later reassessed by some of the same authors
by proposing a more efficient causal algorithm and the
results showed that only O(N log(N)) queries were re-
quired [94], reducing the advantage of the N-switch to
log(N). Nevertheless, no evidence has so far invalidated
the advantage of indefinite causal order in this problem.
In any case, the experimental implementation of an N-
gate Fourier promise problem is very demanding because
it requires the dimensions of both the control and target
systems to be at least N !. In 2021, Taddei et al. [41]
addressed both of these challenges by constructing a so-
called Hadamard promise problem for four gates. In this
game, only a subset of the possible permutations of the
four gates are used thus the dimension of the control sys-
tem could be much less than N !. In addition, the black-
box unitaries could be chosen as qubit gates, allowing the
use of a polarization as the target system. The protocol
was demonstrated with a photonic quantum switch in
which a 4-dimensional path control and four polarization
qubit gates were involved. Shortly after this, Renner and
Brukner [95] generalised these Hadamard promise prob-
lems to N gates, showing that a best causal quantum al-
gorithm required O(N log(N)) queries to the gates, while
using the quantum N-switch only requires each gate to
be used once.

B. Communication Complexity

Communication complexity[96] is an important variant
of the standard communication scenario, in which several
distributed participants collaborate to calculate a public
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FIG. 3. Experimental applications of ICO processes. (a) The exponential communication advantage of Ref. [13] involves
operations on a classical bit string, encoded in a quantum system. The realisation of this advantage in Ref. [14] used a high-
dimensional time qudit to encode the bit string. Using a sequence of n toggleable fiber delays, 2n different time bins could be
realised. (b) In Ref. [15] an ICO process was used to realise the time-reversal of a quantum system. In the experiment, the
free evolution of a qubit system was superposed with a perturbed evolution inside a quantum switch. This causes the system
to evolve backwards in time, independent of the initial state of the system, as well as its free and perturbed evolution. (c) In
Ref. [16] an indefinite causal order was used to demonstrate true super-Heisenberg sensing of up to eight independent phase-
space displacements. These were realised using the position and momentum displacement of an optical beam, generated by
MgF2 plates and wedge pairs inside the quantum switch. (d) Two thermalizing channels acting in a superposition of orders can
bring a system out of thermal equilibrium. This was simulated using a quantum circuit in Refs. [45, 46]. When post-selecting
on the measurement outcome ‘+’ (‘−’) at the end of the circuit, heat flows from (to) the input system to (from) a thermal
bath.

function that depends on their private input strings. It
is already well known that quantum resources can yield
an exponential advantage in this task [97, 98], and this is
therefore a natural setting to look for ICO advantages. In
2014, Baumeler and Wolf [99] found that in a three-party
signaling game, the third party can perfectly determine
the sum modulo 2 of the other two parties’ inputs, which
can only succeed with a probability of at most 5/6 with a
causally ordered process. Feix et al.[100] pointed out that
an ICO can provide similar advantages in the (log2 3, 2)-
Hamming game. However, in both of these protocols no
general scaling advantage was proposed.

In 2016, Guérin et al.[13] found an exponential scaling
advantage of ICO for the two-party exchange evaluation
game. Here, only one-way communication is permitted
and the inputs for each participant contain an n-bit string
and a private Boolean function. With the help of ICO,
only n qubits of communication are needed to achieve de-
terministic success, while for causally ordered strategies
the required number of qubits of communication grows
exponentially as (2n+n−1)/2. The experimental demon-

stration of this requires a two-party quantum switch act-
ing on an n-qubit target system. A recent experiment by
Wei et al.[14] has implemented this approach with a tar-
get system up to d = 213 dimensions (see Fig.1a). Given
the high dimensionality of the target system, this experi-
ment revealed a scaling advantage, reducing the required
communication by (65.2± 0.3)% and (30.4± 0.6)% when
compared with any classical strategy and any causally
ordered quantum strategy, respectively.

C. Quantum Communication

In 2018, Ebler et al. realized that it was possible
to use the quantum switch to enhance communication
rates through noisy channels. In a series of two pa-
pers [101, 102], these authors considered communication
through two copies of a noisy quantum channel. In gen-
eral, if two noisy channels are combined in a fixed causal
order, then the net result is a noisier channel; this is for-
malized in the “bottleneck inequality” [103]. However,
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if the channels are combined with an ICO, the overall
noise can actually decrease. This can be achieved for
transmitting both classical [101] and quantum [102] bits.
For certain noise models even perfect communication can
be made possible by the quantum switch [104]. Goswami
et al. were the first to experimentally study the trans-
mission of classical information through two completely
depolarizing channels[25]. Shortly after this, Yu et al.,
followed by Rubino et al., experimentally studied ICO
enhanced quantum communication [29, 31]. These ef-
fects seem to contradict standard quantum Shannon the-
ory, which has led to generalizations of the Shannon the-
ory that include “superposition of trajectories” [105, 106].
These results have since been generalized to communica-
tion through more than two noisy channels [42, 107, 108],
and even to ICO-enhanced quantum state teleportation
in the presence noise [109].

Initial work attributed this effect to ICO, dubbing the
effect “causal activation.” However, shortly after the ini-
tial proposals it was noted that coherence between the
target and control system can also lead to noise cancel-
lation [110, 111], which is similar to error filtration [112].
In these proposals [110, 111], a photon is placed in a su-
perposition of different trajectories and those trajectories
are routed through noisy channels in different manners,
but in a fixed order. Both Pang et al. and Rubino et al.
have since studied different noise cancellation protocols
experimentally [29, 113]. Moreover, similar noise cancel-
lation effects have been proposed in the context of stan-
dard quantum computation, wherein correlations with
ancillary systems are used to overcome noise in quantum
computations [114–116].

While noise reduction may be the most well-known ap-
plication of ICO to quantum communication, ICO can
also enhance the performance of other quantum com-
munication tasks. Many of which have not yet been
experimentally studied. In 2023, Wood proposed an
ICO-based QKD protocol[117], where the directions of
the key shared between Alice and Bob are superposed
in a quantum switch. In this QKD protocol, the pres-
ence of eavesdroppers can be detected by only measur-
ing the control system, thus saving a subset of keys that
would be consumed during the public comparison phase
of standard QKD. ICO can also be used to realise the de-
terministic generation of multipartite entanglement[118]
and even multipartite higher-dimensional entanglement
distribution[119]. The core idea here is to replace mul-
tipartite gates with local single-qubit unitary gates ap-
plied in an ICO[120]. In 2023, Zuo, Hanks, and Kim[121]
further revealed the advantages of ICO for entanglement
distillation. In a three-step entanglement distillation pro-
tocol, the fidelity of the final entanglement or the suc-
cess probability can be made higher when two distillation
steps are embedded in a quantum switch.

D. Thermodynamics

Recent work has shown that ICO can also benefit quan-
tum thermodynamics. In particular, in the construction
of quantum refrigeration [44], quantum battery charg-
ing [122], and thermodynamic work extraction [123–125].
In 2020, Felce and Vedral [44] discovered that a system
can extract or release heat from two identical reservoirs
that are placed in a quantum switch. An ICO refrigera-
tor was then proposed by combining these ICO-assisted
thermalization processes with two classical thermaliza-
tion processes. The enhancement effect of ICO in work
extraction was reported in terms of free energy[123] and
ergotropy [124, 125]. In 2021, Chen and Hasegawa [122]
showed that an ICO-enhanced unitary charging process
could achieve full charging. This has been generalized
to nonunitary charging protocols and was experimen-
tally demonstrated using a photonic quantum switch[33].
Therein it was shown that ICO can boost the efficiency of
a quantum-battery charging process, as well as give rise
to an anomalous effect whereby weaker chargers exhibit
higher efficiency. In addition to enhancements based on
the quantum switch, quantum thermodynamics with in-
definite time directions has also been theoretically [48]
and experimentally [52] investigated.

ICO-enhanced thermodynamics studies the heat or
workflow between the reservoirs when the reservoirs are
placed in the quantum switch. In 2022, Cao et al.[17] re-
ported a photonic implementation of ICO-induced quan-
tum refrigeration, in which a photonic polarization qubit
serves to interact with two reservoirs in the ICO. The
reservoirs were achieved by constructing thermal chan-
nels to simulate their interactions with the working sys-
tem. The temperature and energy change were defined
as the changes in the population and population of pho-
ton in the horizontal and vertical polarization states
[126, 127]. ICO-enhanced quantum refrigeration was also
investigated by Nie et al.[46] on a nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR) system (see Fig. 3d). In this work,
three nuclear spins acted as a qubit and two reservoirs,
while a fourth spin was used as a control system. The
equivalent four-qubit unitary quantum circuit proposed
in Ref. [44] was implemented. A similar approach was im-
plemented on an IBM cloud quantum computer [45]. See
also Ref. [128] for a summary of ICO-enhanced quantum
refrigeration.

Recently, Capela et al.[129] pointed out that a par-
ticular causally ordered non-Markovian process can give
an enhancement that is similar to ICO-based proposals
[123, 125]. As we have discussed in more detail in Sec.
IV C, the issue is how the control system interacts with
the protocol. In some scenarios, coherence between the
control and target systems can lead to very similar advan-
tages even if all the operations are applied in a definite
causal order. Analogous effects have been investigated
in ICO-enhanced quantum communication by Liu et al.
[130] and the results revealed that an increase in informa-
tion capacity consumes a thermodynamic resource: the
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free energy of coherence associated with the control sys-
tem of quantum switch.

E. Quantum Metrology

ICO can also enhance quantum metrology, which is one
of the most recent prominent applications of quantum
information. In 2019, Frey[131] showed that ICO can en-
hance the precision in identifying the properties of a de-
polarizing channel. ICO was further used in noisy metrol-
ogy tasks where other noisy channels are involved in qubit
unitary channel estimation games [132, 133]. In general,
complex measurements are needed to achieve the optimal
estimation strategy. With ICO, however, one can achieve
a near optimal precision with a simple projective mea-
surement on the control qubit. This was demonstrated
in a photonic experiment where a phase flip channel and
a depolarizing channel were used[34]. In 2023, multi-
parameter quantum estimation enhanced by ICO was
proposed by Delgado [134]. Despite this progress, Kur-
działek et al.[135] proved that, within discrete-variable
systems, ICO could only achieve the Heisenberg scaling,
which is the fundamental limit of the precision in quan-
tum metrology.

Achieving scaling beyond the Heisenberg limit has been
a long-standing goal of quantum metrology. An ICO-
enhanced metrology task surpassing the Heisenberg limit
was proposed in 2020 by Zhao et al.[136]. The authors
proved that quantum switch can help to achieve super-
Heisenberg scaling when estimating the product of CV
position and momentum displacements of a harmonic os-
cillator. Although the indefinite causal structure for CV
systems has been theoretically analyzed[137], its exper-
imental implementation requires delicate quantum engi-
neering. In 2023, Yin et al. [16] realized super-Heisenberg
scaling in a photonic system (see Fig. 1c). In this exper-
iment, the position x and momentum p displacements
were defined in the transverse direction of a single pho-
ton and their product was the geometric phase in the
xp-phase space. Approximately 18.6 µm of position dis-
placement and approximately 2.8 × 10−4 rad of momen-
tum displacement were prepared to ensure a tiny geo-
metric phase (0.042). With at most N = 8 pairs of dis-
placements used in the quantum switch, the experiment
observed an RMSE of the geometric phase with a scaling
∝ 1/cN2 (c ≈ 30.65), showing significant evidence of the
super-Heisenberg limit.

F. Other Applications

ICO can also benefit the way we investigate other phe-
nomena in the foundations of quantum mechanics. Here
we briefly summarize a variety of proposals on this topic.

In 2023, Ban[138] showed that ICO could suppress the
decoherence effect of reservoirs on a quantum system,
thus reducing the decay of its quantumness, including co-

herence, temporal steering, entanglement, and Bell non-
locality. Gao et al. [139] showed how to use a quan-
tum switch to efficiently estimate the incompatibility of
quantum measurements and further applied this protocol
to cluster quantum observables with an unsupervised al-
gorithm. Pan[140] showed that the quantum switch can
help to close the clumsiness loophole in the Leggett-Garg
test, thus providing a loophole-free protocol to exam-
ine the boundary between classical worlds and quantum
ones. In 2022, Krumm et al.[141] proposed the telepor-
tation of a quantum causal structure by simply teleport-
ing all its inputs and outputs. ICO was also proven to
be advantageous in channel discrimination tasks where
two non-signaling bipartite channels[93] or even multi-
ple copies of arbitrary unitary channels[54, 142] were in-
volved. None of the above mentioned protocols have been
experimentally implemented.

Another exciting example, that has been experimen-
tally studied, is universal quantum rewinding. The goal
of quantum rewinding is to reset a quantum system sub-
jected to an unknown evolution to its state at an earlier
time. In 2019, Quintino et al.[143] showed how to imple-
ment the exact inverse of a unitary operation with a fail-
ure probability that decays exponentially in the copies of
operation used. Numerical evidence suggests that ICOs
could achieve a higher probability of success than circuits
based on parallelized and adaptive strategies. In 2023,
a more practical rewinding protocol was presented [144]
and experimentally demonstrated[15]. The core idea is to
utilize the non-commutativity of an unknown target pro-
cess and an auxiliary process, which makes it well-suited
for the quantum switch, which can distinguish commut-
ing from anti-commuting gates. Moreover, the probabil-
ity of success can be boosted arbitrarily close to one by
cascading quantum switches (see Fig.1b). In the exper-
iment, electro-optical devices and time synchronization
techniques were used to quickly route photons through
the quantum switch. The experiment observed an aver-
age reversal fidelity of over 95%.

V. LOOPHOLES AND CRITICISMS OF
CURRENT EXPERIMENTAL

DEMONSTRATIONS

Although the field of experimental ICO has been ex-
tremely successful, there have been several noteworthy
criticisms of the experimental implementations. Never-
theless, experimental work has continued to be defended
by strong theoretical arguments from many in the ICO
community [145–147]. Here we will briefly summarize
this discussion from an experimental point of view.

The first criticism to appear in the literature can be
considered as a ‘multiple use problem.’ It states that
since two paths traverse each optic, experimental quan-
tum switches (Fig. 4 a) are equivalent to an “unfolded
switch” [2] (Fig. 4 b). Thus, quantum switch experi-
ments use each gate twice. One can attempt to simply
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FIG. 4. Experimental Loopholes. (a) The quantum switch with a path control system, and a hypothetical counter system (the
upper system initialized in |0⟩) that is used to count the number of gate uses. After the experiment is run, the counter system is
left in the state |1⟩, indicating that the gate A has only been used once. (b) The so-called unfolded switch. Using two identical
copies of the optical elements used to implement gates A and B, one can use a Mach-Zhender geometry to build a device that
produces the same statistics as the quantum switch. Even the upper counter system, will behave the same. However, in this
device one cannot associate a single spatial region with gate A or B. (c) Space-time diagram of the experimentally implemented
quantum switch. At time t0 the photon is in a superposition of being at both gates. At time t1 it is still in a superposition of
both locations, but swapped with respect to t0. Even though the “counter-arguement” can be used to conclude that the photon
only interacts with each gate once, the four distinct space-time events have led some to conclude that the quantum switch does
not have a genuine indefinite causal order. (d) Time-delocalized events. In practice, a quantum photon can never be perfectly
localized in time. i) A photon must exist with some extended wavepacket, implying that it traverses an optical element in a
superposition of different times. ii) Using an unbalanced interferometer a photon is placed in superposition of two time bins,
and thus travels in a superposition of being centered at two distinct times. (e) The gravitational quantum switch, recreated
from Ref. [61]. By placing a massive object in a quantum superposition one can implement the quantum switch. In the branch
of the superposition with the massive object on the left (right) the photon experiences event A (B) before event B (A).

count the number of times the photon traverses each op-
tic [7, 23]. However, as we discuss in Appendix B, count-
ing gate uses in experimental settings is quite subtle, and
most attempts to operationally count the gate uses sup-
port the point of view that the experiments only use each
gate once.

The other major criticism can be termed the ‘multi-
ple event problem’ [148–150], illustrated in Fig 4 c). It
can be summarized as follows. In the experiment with
two gates, each experiment consists of two time steps.
At time t1, the photon is in a superposition of traversing
gate 1 and gate 2, and at time t2 it is in a superposi-
tion of traversing gate 2 and gate 1. This corresponds
to four different space-time events. However, just as we
saw that a photon can be in a superposition of spatial
modes, a photon can be in a superposition of tempo-
ral modes. In fact, photons are always in some form of
a wave packet with a temporal extent [151] (Fig. 4 d

i). When this delocalized particle passes some device, it
seems more natural, to think of time-delocalized events.
In other words, the photon traverses the device in a su-
perposition of times. If this is the case for a photon in an
extended wavefunction (Fig. 4 d i), it also applies to a
photon in a superposition of discrete times (as sketched in
Fig 4 ii). The full formal argument is presented in [145].
From an experimental point of view, Goswami et al. used
this ‘temporal uncertainty’ to their advantage, using pho-
tons with a coherence time longer than the propagation
time between the two gates [12]. Thus, quantum me-
chanically, in their work it is impossible to define four
unambiguous space-time events. A different approach to
overcome this critique has also been proposed by Felce et
al. [152], where the spontaneous decay from two excited
atoms could be used to implement the quantum switch
in a table-top setting with only two space-time events.

In spite of these arguments, some researchers main-
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tain that photonic experiments performed to-date do not
implement a true ICO [148]. Vilasini and Renner argue
that because the photon is in a superposition of different
space-time locations, the gates must be applied not only
on the photon itself but also on the vacuum system, this
admits an alternative “fine-grained” causal order which
does not have an ICO [150]. A very similar fine-graining
argument was presented by Ormrod et al. [149]. An-
other common theme among critiques of experimental
implementations is that perhaps the gravitational quan-
tum switch is required to implement a true ICO [148–
150].

The gravitational quantum switch was proposed for
realising an ICO by creating a superposition of massive
objects [61]. Consider two events, A and B, placed be-
tween a massive object that is in a superposition being
to the left of B (panel e ii) or to the right of A (panel e
i). Due to gravitational time dilation, time passes more
slowly closer to the massive object, so in one case event B
will occur first (panel e i), while in the other case event A
will occur first (panel e ii). This superposition of masses
can thus be used to realize a quantum switch. It was re-
cently proven that the gravitational quantum switch and
the photonic quantum switch are completely equivalent
in terms of the causal order between the events [146].

Given the discussion surrounding experiments, device-
and theory-independent techniques to demonstrate ICO
are clearly needed. As we discussed in Sec. III, progress
towards this goal is being made both on the experimen-
tal and theoretical fronts. Indeed, a recent proposal for a
device-independent verification, [86] makes a significant
step. However, the identification of all experimental loop-
holes and finding a way to close them experimentally is
still a work in progress. One of the most significant loop-
holes is that both superposed parties act in a “closed lab-
oratory” [9]. This assumption is used to exclude trivial
communication between the two parties; in other words,
assumption (3) essentially constrains the signaling direc-
tion. That is, one-way signaling is allowed, while bidi-
rectional signaling is forbidden. For a fixed causal or-
der, if Alice (Bob) acts first, then Bob’s (Alice’s) input
can be perfectly correlated with Alice’s (Bob’s) output,
but there can be no correlations between Alice’s input
and Bob’s output. In a standard Bell-like scenario, this
could be enforced in a space-like way by separating the
two parties. However, in the quantum switch this is not
possible since the two parties must exchange a quantum
system. Instead, we could attempt to enforce this by
only allowing each party to act exactly once. However,
given the difficulty in even defining what it means for a
party to act (or a gate to be applied) it is not clear how
to verify this assumption experimentally, let alone in a
device-independent way.

VI. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES

We have seen that the field of indefinite causal order is
an exciting research topic that lies firmly at the intersec-
tion of quantum foundations and quantum information
[153]. This has resulted in a variety of innovative imple-
mentations of ICO processes, motivated by foundational
questions and new quantum applications. In this Re-
view, we have separated the experimental research into
two parts: work attempting to verify ICO (Sec. 3) and
work using ICO for applications (Sec. 4). In both cases,
the amount of theoretical research and number of pro-
posals significantly outweigh the experimental tests and
implementations, leaving an ample playground for exper-
imentalists.

On one side, in order for the quantum switch to prove
truly useful for applications, it should be scaled up. De-
pending on the application, the dimensions of the target
system, the control system, or both must be increased.
While the target scaling has been demonstrated with a
212-dimensional system [14], scaling up the control sys-
tem remains a challenge. In all current experimental im-
plementations, each additional superposed causal order
requires the dimension of the control system to increase
by 1. Since the complete N-switch superposes N ! orders
this means that N ! modes must traverse each optical el-
ement. This difficulty has limited the number of experi-
mentally superposed causal orders to four [41].

In order to overcome this challenge one could take two
approaches. First, one could take the brute force ap-
proach and simply use a control DoF which may be easier
to engineer. To this end, the approach of using a time-bin
control may have some advantages. While experimental
demonstrations have thus far been limited to a two-gates
[28], an N-gate switch proposal has been worked out [36].
This does not, however, deal with the scaling challenge:
In fact, that proposal requires NN time bins to imple-
ment the full quantum N-switch. Instead, a scalable (al-
beit more difficult) approach could require a multi-qubit
register encoded in a different physical system to encode
the control. In this case, a multi-qubit state would se-
lect the order to be implemented, and thus the physi-
cal resources could scale much more favourably in terms
of the number of orders to be superposed. However, if
the target system is encoded in a photon, single-photon
level nonlinearities are needed, which are still challeng-
ing for photonic experiments. Nevertheless, this may be
a promising new path for the next generation of ICO
experiments.

In Sec. 5, we discussed various criticisms of experi-
mental implementations of the quantum switch. When it
comes to applications, if a process that simulates an ICO
or is inspired by an ICO can outperform standard tech-
niques this could still lead to some practical advantages,
as in recent ICO-inspired noise-cancellation proposals
[114–116]. However, this is of more concern when one
claims that the advantage can only be achieved with an
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ICO, as it may obfuscate the underlying physics. These
issues are, of course, of utmost importance for work ver-
ifying ICO. In this respect, we believe that the push to
verify ICO using device-independent techniques is neces-
sary. To this end, a recent theory has led to semi-device
independent experimental tests of ICO [30, 32]. More-
over, recent proposals are opening the door for other
types of experimental device-independent tests of ICO
[86]. Of course, any future experiments making such bold
claims will need to be carefully examined for loopholes,
with the closed laboratory assumption[9] likely being the
most important. Although a better theoretical under-
standing is still required, the current situation is not un-
like the use of Bell’s inequalities to verify entanglement
before the seminal set of 2015 experiments [154–156].
Thus, we believe that there is much exciting and ground-
breaking work that remains to be done in the burgeoning
field of indefinite causal order in quantum mechanics.
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APPENDIX

A. Process Matrices

A valuable toolkit to describe processes exhibiting an
indefinite causal order and to capture their temporal cor-
relations is the process matrix formalism. In this frame-
work, quantum mechanics is assumed to be valid locally,
without referring to the existence of a global causal struc-
ture [9]. The process matrix formalism aims to character-
ize probability distributions in diverse scenarios involving
the application of local operations. Generally these oper-
ations, encompassing deterministic processes such as uni-
taries, quantum channels, or generalized measurements,
are described by completely positive (CP) trace non-
increasing maps MA : HAI → HAO , where HAI and
HAO denote the Hilbert spaces of input and output, re-
spectively. The CP map MA

a is often associated with
an outcome a, and Its representation is facilitated by the
Choi–Jamiołkowski (CJ) isomorphism [157, 158]. The CJ
matrix MAIAO

a corresponding to MA
a is defined as

MAIAO
a := I ⊗MA

a (|1⟩⟩⟨⟨1|) ∈ HAI ⊗HAO (2)

where I is the identity map and |1⟩⟩ =
∑

j |j⟩AI⊗|j⟩AI ∈
HAI ⊗ HAI . The collection JA =

{
MA

a

}
associated

with all outcomes must fulfill the condition that
∑

a MA
a

is CP and trace-preserving (CPTP). The selection of
operations, termed quantum instruments, serves as in-
puts of the following statistics. The key concept of
the formalism is the process W , treated as a resource
that dictates the statistical probability distribution under
CP maps MA1

IA
1
O

a1|x1
, · · ·MAN

I AN
O

aN |xN
for a choice of operations

x1, x2 · · ·xN

P (MA1

a1|x1
, · · ·MAN

aN |xN
) = tr

[(
M

A1
IA

1
O

a1|x1
⊗ · · · ⊗M

AN
I AN

O

aN |xN

)
W

]
(3)

with W ∈ HA1
I ⊗HA1

O ⊗ · · ·HAN
I ⊗HAN

O being a Hermi-
tian. This process matrix W can be perceived as a gen-
eralization of a density matrix, and the equation above
serves as a generalization of Born’s rule. This framework
extends the formalism of the ‘quantum comb’ [159].

In the bipartite scenario involving parties A and B, a
process matrix Wsep is called causally separable if it can
be expressed as a convex combination of causally ordered
processes, i.e., Wsep = pWA⪯B + (1 − p)WB⪯A, where
WA⪯B describes the process where party A causally pre-
cedes party B, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Concretely for the quan-
tum switch in the bipartite case, with the control qubit
initialized in 1√

2
(|0⟩+ |1⟩)C , the process matrix is repre-

sented by Wswitch = |wswitch⟩⟨wswitch|, with the process
vector

|wswitch⟩ = 1√
2
(|wA⪯B⟩|0⟩C + |wB⪯A⟩|1⟩C), (4)

|wA⪯B⟩ = |1⟩⟩HinAI |1⟩⟩AOBI |1⟩⟩BOHout

(5)

FIG. 5. Bipartite process matrix with no global past or fu-
ture system. Note, most formulations of the quantum switch
process matrix have past and future systems.

Here, Hin (Hout) is associated with the Hilbert space
of the target state from the input (output) space of quan-
tum switch.

B. Counting Gate Uses

For many applications the advantage of quantum
switch is that they require fewer gate uses than tradi-
tional quantum circuits. This makes it important to
define what is meant by a gate use, which is nontrivial
when using essentially classical resources (such as a
wave plate, laser or RF pulse) to coherently manipulate
a quantum system. For example, in a trapped-ion
quantum computer a single laser pulse can simultane-
ously manipulate each ion in the trap. Should this be
considered as: one gate use since a single pulse was used;
one gate use for each ion in the trap; or many many
more gate uses, since not all of the light is absorbed by
the ions, and in principle one could manipulate many
more ions?

Using wave plates to manipulate photonic qubits,
as is done in quantum switch experiments, is a very
similar situation. In principle, one could send a nearly
infinite number of orthogonal optical modes through a
given optical element. To take a more concrete experi-
mental perspective, one could ask how much energy flows
through each optic. The energy transmitted through a
given area is given by the optical power integrated over
the experimental time [151]. This power is proportional
to the photon occupation number, and does not depend
on the mode shape or even the number of modes. Thus,
when a single photon is placed in a superposition of any
number of modes (the spatial modes, spectral modes,
orbital angular momentum modes, etc.), the energy
traversing the gate is the same. From this point of view,
only one photon traverses the gate per experimental run.

Phrasing this argument in an operational quantum
manner, we can imagine using an ancillary system to
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coherently count how many times the photon passes
through the gate (Fig. 4 a). Since the energy is pro-
portional to the photon flux, these two arguments lead
to qualitatively similar results. In particular, imagine
a qudit counter system in state |0⟩ that interacts with
the switch photon via two “controlled-plus” gates.
In this interaction if a particle traverses the control
path, then the state of the qudit system evolves as
|j⟩ → |(j + 1) mod d⟩, where d is the dimension of the
system. In these, the auxiliary system counts how many
times the photon passes each gate. A straightforward
calculation shows that after the experiment the qudit is
left in the state |1⟩, indicating that the gate has only
been used once. One could also use a counting system

in the unfolded switch (Fig. 4 b), but then one cannot
associate a single spatial region to either gate; i.e., the
spatial regions, the (encircled yellow and green regions
in Fig. 4b) must cross.

In another approach, Fellous-Asiani et al. theoretically
analyzed a situation wherein an additional quantum
system (an atom in a cavity) is used to implement a
gate. Since this requires the atom to transition between
different energy states, this allowed them to associate
an energy cost to each gate use. They then computed
the energy cost of implementing quantum gates both in
the standard switch and in the unfolded switch. They
showed that the unfolded configuration requires more
energy than the standard switch [147].
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